
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA

CASE NO. 10-8l634-C1V-ROSENBERG/HOPKm S

UNITED STATES OF AM ERICA
ex rel. TIFFANY BUM BURY et a1

.,

Plaintiffs,

FILED BY D.C

MA2 1 S 2215
STEVEN l./ LAB/NOB:
CLPBK U $ Dl$'( CT

S 0 OF Ft@4 r èl Pj3M ED-CARE DIABETIC & M EDICAL

SUPPLIES, lNC., et al.,

Defendants.

ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANTS' M OTION TO DISOUALIFY COUNSEL (DE 122)

THIS CAUSE is before this Court upon an Order referring the instant motion to the

undersigned United States Magistrate Judge for appropriate disposition (DE 13 1)
. Before the

Court is Defendants' M otion to Disqualify Counsel
, for Sanctions and Referral to the Florida Bar

(DE 122), Nicholson & Eastin LLP'S Response (DE 134)
, and Defendants' Reply (DE 152). The

undersigned held an evidentiary hearing on Defendants' M otion on February 10
, 2015 (DE 161)

and on February 12, 2015 (DE 168). Thereafter, the Parties were penuitted to file supplemental

briefs, which they did on February 25
, 2015 (DE 172, 173). Defendants' Motion is now ripe for

this Court's review. For the reasons that follow
, Defendants' Motion to Disqualify (DE 122) is

GRAN TED.

BACKGRO UND

This qui tam case was filed under seal in December 2010 pursuant to the False Claims

Act. On November 12, 2013
, the First Amended Complaint was unsealed, and summ onses were
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issued to al1 Defendants the next day. Defendants are accused of submitting false claims to

Medicare beginning in 2008 that Defendants knew to be false or ineligible for reimbursement
, or

which were submitted in reckless disregard for the falsity of the claims
. This case is m aintained

by three Relators, each of whom was employed by one or more Defendants at some point during

the relevant time period. The United States has declined to intervene
. The six Defendants who

remain in this case are M ed-care Diabetic & Supplies
, Inc., East End Associates, Inc., Daniel

Porush, Lawrence Silverman, Jordan Shamah, and Steven Silvennan. M ed-care and East End

are the companies located in Boca Raton and New York
, respectively, that are charged with the

allegedly improper behavior. These two companies are providers of durable medical equipment

(t$DME'') and accordingly are regulated under Medicare regulations. The four individual

Defendants are each associated with one or both of the companies either through ownership or

m anagement positions.

FINDING S O F FACT

In fall of 2009, prior to this suit having been filed
, Defendant M ed-care engaged the 1aw

firm of Broad and Cassel (téB&C'') to provide legal advice conceming its compliance with

M edicare regulations. M ore specifically
, between September 2009 and October 2010, B& C

rendered legal advice to Med-care in the following areas:

* The solicitation of M edicare beneficiaries
, including cold call prohibitions, internet

marketing, and proof of patient authorization to be called by Med-care;

* Lead generation, including third-pal'ty leads and anti-kickback regulations;
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@ A formal response to an October 13
, 2010 letter from the Centers for M edicare and

ttCM S'')1 following a site inspection of Med-care'Medicaid Services ( 
,

* M ed-care's use of fictitious nam es',

* Daniel Porush's criminal background
, including the adequacy of M ed-care's disclosure

to CM S of M r. Porush's role within the company;

@ The provision of non-Medicare covered items to M edicare benefkiaries; and

* M ed-care's corporate organization
, including the division of profits among related

entities and individuals.

The two lawyers associated with B&C with whom M ed-care primarily interacted are

Lester J. Perling, who testified during the disqualification hearing
, and Vanessa Reynolds.

During the time B&C was retained by M ed-care
, Parker Eastin, a current attorney for the

Relators, was working at B&C as an associate in B&C's health 1aw and white collar criminal

defense group. W hile an attorney at B&C
, Eastin had urlrestricted access to M ed-care's hard

copy and electronic fles. Otherwise
, Eastin was involved in at least two matters relating to

B&C's representation of M ed-care. First, Eastin was asked to review regulatory changes to what

is known as (çsupplier Standard Eleven.'' This standard deals with the direct solicitation of

M edicare beneficiaries through telemarketing and other means
. Stemming from his review of

Supplier Standard Eleven, Eastin was involved in a conference call with M r
. Perling and

Defendants Daniel Porush and Steven Silverman. Given that this call occurred over four years

ago, the specifics of what confidences, if any, were actually revealed during the call are unclear.

1 CM S is a federal agency within the United States D
epartment of Health and Human

Services that administers the M edicare program and works in partnership with state governm ent
s

to administer M edicaid.
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Following the call
, Eastin submitted a billing entry for 2

.6 hours, dated September 3
, 2010,

which states:

Conference with L. Perling regarding telemarketing issues'
, legal research and

analysis regarding telemarketing issues and potential crimin
al implications; call

with L. Perling and client regarding marketing and solicitati
on calls.

Eastin's next matter of involvement occurred in Octob
er of 2010, whereby he was

involved in preparing M ed-care's response to the Oct
ober 13 CM S letter referenced above

. The

CM S letter listed several ways in which CM S had
, during a site visit, found M ed-care to be out

of compliance with CM S regulations
. Specifically, CM S requested that M ed-care update its

CM S-855S enrollment application to include information re
garding M r. Porush's role with the

company, and notified M ed-care that it was improperly operating 
under multiple fictitious

names that were not registered with CM S
. Eastin submitted a billing entry for his work related to

the CM S letter on October 19
, 2010. The entry shows that Eastin spent l 

.7 hours to2

Review audit letter and related records; conference call with L
. Perling and client

regarding response to audit; review supplier standards
.

ln addition to Eastin's entry regarding this matter
, both M r. Perling and M s. Reynolds

submitted billing entries reflecting conversations with Eastin relating to the CM S letter
. These

entries are dated October 19 and October 27
, 2010. M r. Perling's entry indicates that Defendants

Ponlsh and Silverman and M ed-care's office manager Ellen W
eil participated in the October 19

conference call. Again, the exad discussions at this conference call cannot be known
.

Although the extent of Eastin's particular knowledge of fact
s relating to Med-care's

operations is tmclear, Defendants produced undated, hand-m itten notes Eastin took while

working on one or both of these matters which reference a variet
y of topics, including

, (&855(s),''

Stfictitious nam es,'' Stchristian Healthcare Network,'' and ttDaniel Porush, l 998'5 (Def. Exh. E).

The date, 1998, is likely a reference to when Mr
. Porush pled guilty to offences which would
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have prevented him from becoming an owner of M ed
-care for a period of ten years

. From these

notes and Eastin's testimony
, it is clear that, at a minimum, Eastin had knowledge concerning

Mr. Porush's criminal history
, and the fact that M ed-care was operating under multiple fictitious

names, including kschristian Healthcare Network
.
''

Eastin left B&C on October 29
, 2010. Beginning on November 1, 2010, Eastin started

working for Robert Nicholson. Like Eastin, Nicholson is a former associate at B&C
, but his

tenure ended before M ed-care engaged B&C
. At some point after their association

, Eastin and

Nicholson formed the law firm of Nicholson & Eastin
, LLP (E$N&E'').

Som etim e in Novem ber 2010
, Tiffany Bumbury, the initial Relator

, approached

Nicholson with the purpose of filing a qui tam action against h
er former employer

, Defendant

East End. M s. Bumbury decided to engage Nicholson
, and in December 2010, N&E filed this

case under seal. Sometime between when M s
. Bumbury initially approached Nicholson and

when the Complaint was filed
, Eastin and N ieholson had a discussion relating to Eastin's prior

involvement with Med-care
. According to Nicholson and Eastin

, Nicholson asked Eastin

whether he perceived his prior representation to be in conflict with 
representing Btlmbury, to

which Eastin stated that he did not believe there to be such a 
conflid. Regardless

, N icholson

allegedly instructed Eastin to not disclose any fact he may have le
arned while working on M ed-

Care's behalf. Notwithstanding this instruction
, no confidentiality barrier, in any real sense, w as

maintained. To the contrary
, Eastin was fully and completely involved in al1 aspects of this case

.

As stated above, the case was unsealed in N ovember of 201 3
. This case is currently

governed by the Third Amended Complaint
, filed on July 24, 2014. On Decem ber 23, 2014

, the

Court dismissed one of the three pending counts and ordered Defend
ants to file an answer to the

Third Am ended Com plaint by January 19
, 201 5 (DE 1 19). The remaining counts stem from the
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Relators' contentions that they witnessed Defendants engaging in 
activities such as illegal

telemarketing, providing illegal kickbacks
, giving illegal payments for M edicare beneticiary

referrals, and billing and shipping equipment with no prescriptio
n in violation of M edicare

requirem ents.

On January 12, 2015, M ed-care's in-house attorney, M ichael Ortenau, was assisting in

preparing Defendants' Answer to the Realtors' Third Amended Complaint 
when he came across

billing records that had been submitted to Med-care from B& C which referenced Eastin's prior

involvement. After realizing that an attorney who had performed wo
rk on M ed-care's behalf

was now representing the Relators in this case
, Defendants filed the instant M otion to Disqualify

on January 16, 20 1 5 (DE 122). ln the Motion to Disqualify
, Defendants assert that Eastin's prior

and current representations are in conflict and that due to this contlict
, Eastin has violated several

rules of professional conduct
, including Rules 4-1.9 and 4-1.16 of the Florida Rules of

Professional Conduct. Given the conflict inherent in Eastin's former and current representatio
n,

Defendants assert that Eastin's conflict should be imputed to Nichol
son and N&E pursuant to

Rule 4-1.10, and that a11 N&E attorneys should be disqualified from this ca
se.

ANALYSIS

TIM ELINESS

N&E contends that Defendants' Motion should be denied because it 
was not timely

submitted. According to N&E
, Defendants have been on notice of Eastin's involvement in this

case since their January 2014 receipt of the Am ended Com plaint
, which lists Eastin's nam e in

the signature block and footer
. ln response, Defendants contend that Eastin's limited

representation of M ed-care while at B&C prevented Defendants from connecting E
astin with his

prior representation. Instead, Defendants contend that they were not on notice of Eastin's p
rior
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involvement with M ed-care until January 12
, 2015, when M ed-care's attorney reviewed M ed-

Care's historic billing records and recognized Eastin's name
. Given the circumstances

,

Defendants submit that their M otion was timely filed
.

Because the M otion to Disqualify was filed within five days of when D
efendants were on

actual notice of Eastin's prior representation and before the deadline f
or filing an answer had

passed, the Court finds the disqualification motion to be timely tiled
. See, e.g., Kobarid Holding

S.A. v. Reizen, 2005 W L 1694069
, *7 (S.D. Fla. July 19, 2005) (affirming the finding of a

magistrate judge that a tsseven-month delay gin filing the motion to disqualifyl when very little

progress had been made in this action'' did not constitute a waiverl; Cox v
. Am. Cast Iron Pipe

Co., 847 F.2d 725
, 729 (1 1th Cir. 1988) (û$A motion to disqualify should be made with

reasonable promptness after a party discovers the facts which lead t
o the motion.'') (citation

omitted).

M ERITS

lfM otions to disqualify are governed by two sources of authority
,'' the local rules of the

court in which they appear
, and federal common law . Herrmann v.

App'x 745, 752 (1 1th Cir. 2006) (applying the Georgia Rules of Professional Cond
uct in

addition to federal common law). $:If a district court bases its disqualification orde
r on an

GutterGuarJ Inc., 199 F.

allegation of an ethieal violation
, ûthe court may not simply rely on a general irlherent power to

admit and suspend attorneys
, without any limit on such power.''' 1d. (citing Schlumberger Techs.,

Inc. v. Wiley, 1 13 F.3d 1553, 1561 (1 1th Cir. 1997:. çslnstead, ( (tlhe court must clearly identify a

specific Rule of Professional Conduct which is applicable to the relev
ant jurisdiction and must

conclude that the attorney violated that rule
.''' Id Attorneys in the Southern District of Florida
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are governed in their professional conduct by the Rules Regulating the Florida Bar
. See S.D. Fla.

Local Rule 11.1(C).

The party moving to disqualify fonner counsel on the basis of conflict of int
erest bears

the burden of proving the grounds for disqualification
. See D uncan v. M errill Lynch, Pierce,

2 (tI a disqualification case
, 

theFenner, (f7 Smith, 646 F.2d 1020, 1028 (5th Cir. June 1, 1 98 1). n

focus of the district court's inquiry should be on the precise nature of th
e relationship between

the present and former representations
.'' Duncan, 646 F.2d at 1029. For guidance on this issue,

the Court has, inter alia
, reviewed Freund v. Butterworth, 165 F.3d 839 (1 1th Cir. 1999).

Freund originated as a state criminal case that ultimately reached the Eleventh Ci
rcuit

pursuant to 28 U.S.C. j 2254. See ftf at 84 1. ln the defendant's j 2254 motion
, he argued that he

was denied effective assistance of counsel insofar as his counsel at trial and on appe
al dtlabored

under significant conflicts of interest that stemmed primarily from their prior 
representation of

(the defendant'sj non-testifying, separately-tried co-defendant . . . .'' Sec id. The issue before the

Eleventh Circuit was whether an actual contlict of interest existed
. See ïtf at 858-59. The court

explained that, in cases where the alleged conflict stems from successive
, as opposed to

sim ultaneous, representation
, the petitioner seeking to show a conflict must show, at a minimum,

Stthat either (1) cotmsel's earlier representation of the witness was substantially and particularly

related to counsel's later representation of (petitionerl, or, (2) counsel actually learned particular

confidential information during the prior representation 
. . . that was relevant to gpetitioner'sl

later case.'' See ïtf at 859 (citing Smith v. White, 8 15 F.2d 1401,1405 (1 1th Cir. 1987), cert.

denied, 484 U.S. 863 (1987)). ln other words, a conflict exists if either the former and current

2 All decisions of the former Fifth Cireuit ha
nded down prior to September 30

, 1981 arebi
nding precedent in the Eleventh Circuit. See Bonner v. City ofprichard, 661 F.2d 1206, 1209(1 
1th Cir. 1981) (en banc).
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representations are substantially related or the attorney adually lea
rned information in the prior

representation that is relevant to the current representation
. See id If the court finds that ttthe

present and prior representations are ûsubstantially related
,' the court will irrebuttably presume

that relevant confidential information was disclosed during th
e former period of representation

.

''

See id (citing Duncan, 646 F.2d at 1028). Ultimately, the Freund court determined that the

successive representations did not create an adual contlict 
of interest because the two

representations were neither substantially related nor did the movant eli
cit any independent proof

of confidential infonuation. See ïtf at 864, 869.

N&E suggests that Freund is distinguishable from the instant f
acts insofar as the conflict

at issue there arose in a criminal context
. Nevertheless, the Freund court itself recognized that

the underlying rule as to substantial relatedness ldhas its origin i
n pretrial proceedings concerning

motions to disqualify lawyers
, as opposed to post-conviction proceedings concerning Sixth

Amendment violations.'' See Freund, 165 F.3d at 859. lçr-l-lhe rationale behind the rule applies to

both types of proceedings.'' 1d

Although Freund includes a discussion regarding whether the 
successive representations

were tûsubstantially related'' under its facts
, see 165 F.3d at 862-64, Duncan, a case relied on in

Freund, provides a better framework for analyzing whether t
wo matters can generally be

considered ttsubstantially related.'' See Duncan, 646 F.2d at 1027-32. ln Duncan
, the plaintiff

filed a complaint against the defendant alleging securiti
es fraud. See id. at 1021. Before

responding to the complaint
, the defendant filed a motion to disqualify the plaintiff's firm ,

contending that the firm çthad previously represented it in a numb
er of cases that bore a

çsubstantial relationship' to the issues raised in (the instant caseq
-'' See id. at 1022. As evidence

of the substantial relatedness
, the defendant filed an affidavit listing the general matters for
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which the finu has previously provided legal advice to the defend
ant. See ïtf One issue before

the court was whether this evidence was sufficient for the defenda
nt to meet its btlrden to show

that the two matters were substantially related
. See id. at 1028-29.

ln due course, the Duncan court found that the defendant had n
ot provided enough

evidence to show that the current representation was subst
antially related to the prior

representation so as to necessitate disqualification
. See JJ at 1029. ln so holding

, the court noted

that the party seeking disqualitication cannot dtgmlerely pointll to a superficial resembl
ance

between the present and prior representations
.'' See id. Instead, the movant must dldelineate with

specifkity the subject matters, issues, and causes of action presented in the for
m er

representation'' so that the court can detennine whether the two matters ar
e substantially related.

See JJ tt-fhe party seeking disqualification is not required
, however, to point to specific

confidences revealed to his former attorney that are relevant to the 
pending case.'' 1d. at 1028.

Subsequent cases have provided further guidance in determining 
whether two m atters are

substantially related. ln M organ Stanley v. Soloman, 2009 W L 41351 9
, * 1 (S.D. Fla. Feb. 19,

2009) (Marra, J.), the plaintiff sought a preliminary injunction to prevent the defendant and hi
s

1aw filnn from representing a client who was involved in securiti
es arbitration with the plaintiff

.

According to the plaintiff
, the defendant had previously represented the plaintiff in securiti

es

litigation cases involving arbitration and class action claims
, and thus to now litigate against the

plaintiff in that same type of case constituted a contlict of interest in 
violation of Rule 4- 1.9 of

the Florida Rules of Professional Conduct
. See id. at * 1-2. In comparing the prior and current

representations, the court found that although Stthe claims gin the prior and current

representationsl are the same typen'' the facts ûçdo not demonstrate that the cases are ésubstantially

related.''' See id. at *3. In reaching this conclusion
, the court distinguished two cases: Hea1th
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Care dr Retirement Corp. ofzqm., Inc. v. Bradley, 961 So. 2d 1071 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 2007) and

Sears, Roebuck tfr Co. v. Stansbury, 374 So. 2d 1051 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1 979). See id. at *4.

The reason for the comparison was to show the distinction between when t
wo matters rely on the

same legal theories but involve different facts
, and when two matters involve the snme facts

. See

id ln the former scenario, the two matters are not generally considered to be substantially

related, but in the latter, they are. See id

Other considerations for determining whether matters are substantiall
y related for the

pumoses of a disqualification motion include if the two matters involve the sa
me subject matter,

the same transactions, the same events, or if the current matter would involve the law
yer

attacking work that the lawyer perfonued for the former client
. See, e.g.,Rule Regulating Fla

.

Bar 4-1.9 cmt. (çdMatters are ûsubstantially related' for purposes of this rule if they involve th
e

same transaction or legal dispute
, or if the current matter would involve the lawyer attacking

work that the lawyer performed for the fonuer client
.''); United States v. Hernandez, 2013 WL

531331 1, *3 (S.D. Fla. Sept. 20, 2013) (:((Sjo long as the first matter could reasonably be

understood as important to the issues involved in the present matter
, the matters are substantially

related as required under Rule 4-1
.9(a).'')', In re S'/CJJw'J.P Commc 'ns Holding Corp., 41 5 B.R.

859, 869 (Bnnkr. M.D. Fla. 2009) (finding two representations to be substantially related where

both tlinvolve the same underlying facts or allegedly fraudulent scheme
, and that a reasonable

person would understand that the important issues in both cases are related'l; Koch v
. Koch

lndus., 798 F. Supp. 1525, 1536 (D. Kan. 1992) CsgRjepresentations are substantially similar if

they involve the same client and the matters or transactions in q
uestion are relevantly

interconnected or reveal the client's pattel'n of conduct
.').
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W ith this guiding framework in place
, the Court considers Rule 4-1.9 of the Florida Rules

of Professional Conduct, the prim ary rule cited by Defendants in support of their M otion to

Disqualify. As stated above
, Defendants also assert that Eastin violated Rule 4-1. l 6. This rule

states that a lawyer dtshall not represent a client 
. . . if: (1) the representation will result in a

violation of the Rules of Professional Conduct or law
. . . .'' See Rule Regulating Fla. Bar 4-1.16.

Thus, a violation of Rule 4- l . 16 is automatically implicated if the Court finds that all attorney

violates Rule 4-1.9. Rule 4-1.9 (Conflict of Interest; Former Client) states:

A lawyer who has fonnerly represented a client ina matter must not afterwards:

(a) represent another person in the same or a substantially related matter in which
that person's interests are materially adverse to the interests of the former clie

nt
unless the former client gives infonned consent;

(b) use information relating to the representation to the disadvantage of the former
client except as these rules would permit or require with resped to a client or

when the information has become generally known; or

(c) reveal information relating to the representation except as these nlles would
permit or require with respect to a client.

Although the rule provides three ways in which a contlictcan be created and 
each

contains several distinct elem ents
, the primary issue before the Court is whether Eastin's prior

3 B d on arepresentation of Defendant M ed-care is substantially related to the instant matter
. ase

review of al1 the evidence, the Court tinds that the two matters are substantially related
.

B&C's attorneys provided a broad range of M edicare regulation advice to M ed
-care

during the time Eastin was employed by B&C
, including, as stated above, advice concerning the

solicitation of M edicare beneficiaries
, lead generation, anti-kickback regulations, M ed-care's

use of fictitious names, M r. Ponzsh's involvem ent in M ed-care, the provision of non-M edicare

3 D ite Eastin's attempts to explain how M ed
-care was B&C's client and not his it isesp 

,patently clear that by performing work on M ed-care's behalf and billing Med
-care for that

work, Eastin is considered to have formerly represented Med-care in a m atter, how ever lim ited
this representation might have been

. Otherwise, the Parties do not dispute that the Realtors'
interests are m aterially adverse to M ed-care's interests

.
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' i tion.
4 Now theto M edicare beneficiaries, and M ed-care s com orate organ za 

,

Relators are suing M ed-care for its failure to comply with the regulati
ons about which it sought

advice from B&C. M ore specifically, the Third Amended Complaint contains allegation
s directly

covered items

relating to information Eastin was admittedly privy to while represe
nting M ed-care, including

M ed-care's telemarketing practices
, that M ed-care was improperly operating under fictitious

nnmes, and that M ed-care had
, at one point, failed to disclose M r. Porush's role within the

company. To the extent that Eastin provided advice concerning compliance 
with M edicare

regulations, the current matter could involve Eastin attacking work that h
e performed for M ed-

Care. See Rule Regulating Fla. Bar 4-1.9 cmt.

In addition to those subjects which Eastin has admitted to being involved with
, the

are directly related to multiple

subjects that other B&C attonzeys were involved with while representing Med
-care, including

the provision of non-M edicare covered items to M edicare benefi
ciaries, lead generation

,

corporate organizational matters including profit sharing
, and improper intenwt m arketing

practices. That the time periods in which Eastin and B&C represented M
ed-care and the time

governing complaint contains several other allegations that

period in which many of the alleged illegal acts occurred overlap provid
es additional support for

the conclusion that the two representations are substantially relat
ed. Not only do both

representations involve some of the same legal theories and parties
, but both also involve many

of the same facts; at the same time Eastin was sitting in on conferenc
e calls with M ed-care and

Defendants Porush and Silvennan to discuss how to comply with M edi
care regulations, these

4 This list of issues is sufticiently s
pecitic to allow the Court to compare the prior

representation with the current representation. Cf Duncan, 646 F.2d at 1028-29 (the fonner
client's general statements concerning the matters for which the p

arty to be disqualified had
previously provided representation were inadequate to show that th

e tw o m atters w ere
substantially related).
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Defendants were, according to the allegations in the goveming complaint
, engaged in a scheme

to violate these regulations.

ln stun, Med-care has éddelineategd) with specificity the subject matters (andl issues 
. . .

presented in the fonuer representation'' and a comparison of those subject matters and issues to

those presented in the instant case clearly shows that the former and 
current representations are

substantially related. See Duncan
, 646 F.2d at 1029. Indeed, it appears that B&C provided advice

precisely concerning how to avoid allegations like those that M ed
-care is now facing. Cf

Hermann, l 99 Fed. App'x at 756 (finding a substantial relationship when the former

representation involved determining whether the client was complying with empl
oym ent and

wage and hour 1aw and the current representation alleges that the client failed t
o comply with

those laws). Because Defendants have shown that the two matters are substantially related
, the

Court irrebuttably presumes that relevant confidential information was di
sclosed to Eastin during

the form er period of representation. See Freund, 165 F.3d at 859.

In addition to the irrebutable presumption of confidences
, the Court also finds that Eastin

was actually privy to some contidential information by virtue of his access to M
ed-care's files

and participation in two conference calls in which M ed-care and its principles were present
. C/

Hermann v. Gutterguard
, Inc., 2005 W L 6076877, * 1 (N.D. Ga. Dec. 21, 2005) affmd, 199 F.

App'x 745, * 1 1 (1 1th Cir. 2006) (tinding that an attorney who had sat in on a meeting where

confidential information was likely shared actually obtained protected
, material infonnation

because, ûtinasmuch as the subject matter being handled by (the former firm) is so germane to the

litigation now being prosecuted by gthe conflicted attorneyl against these same clients
, the Court

infers materiality''). Eastin contends that he cannot remember the substance of th
ese

conversations and thus the Coul't cannot find that he has actual knowledge of 
confidential
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information.lndeed, Eastin testified that he did not remember hearing the n
ame (tchristian

Healthcare Network'' while he worked at B&C
, yet his handwritten notes from that time

referenee same. Merely contending that he has no recollecti
on of receiving any information is

insuftkient to oppose evidence to the contrary
. See, e.g., Gaton v. Health Coal., Inc., 745 So. 2d

510, 51 1-12 (F1a. Dist. Ct. App. 1999) ($tA failure to remember 
. . . does not rebut clearly set-out

assertions . . . .'').

N&E argues that even if Eastin obtained confidences
, M ed-care has waived the

confidential nature of these commtmications by asserting good f
aith and relialwe on cotmsel

affirmative defenses, and by discussing the communications in open court
. In making this

argument, N&E conflates the protections afforded by the attomey
-client privilege and the

prohibition against attorneys operating under conflicts of interest
. M aintaining the confidentiality

of information and protecting client confidences is not the only justification for disqualific
ation;

instead, the rule also serves to maintain the integrity of the le
gal field and encourage clients to

speak freely with their counsel
. See Duncan, 646 F.2d at 1027. Because the doctrines of

lûattorney-client privilege'' and dtcontlict of interests'' çdserve diffe
rent purposes and are not co-

extant, it cannot be inferred that a client waives his attomey's conflict of i
nterest solely because

he had waived his attorney-client privilege
.'' See uv/cywtzy, 415 B.R. at 868.

In any event, it cannot be said that by merely asserting good faith and 
reliance on counsel

defenses at this stage in the proceedings and describing the typ
es of issues that were discussed

between M ed-care and B&C
, M ed-care has waived the privilege in entirety. See Brookings v.

State, 495 So. 2d 135
, 139 (Fla. 1 986) Cûg-l-lhe mere fact that a witness-client testifies to facts

which were the subject of consultation with counsel is no waiver of the privilege
. It is the

communication with counsel which is privileged
, not the facts.''l; see also Hermann, 199 F.
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App'x at 756 (finding that confidential information had not lost its protectio
n where an attorney

listed the type of work she had performed but did not r
eveal any of the information actually

gathered when performing that work).

Given that the matters are substantially related
, the Court finds that Eastin has been

pursuing this case under an actual conflict of interest
, in violation of Rule 4-1 .9(a) of the Florida

Rules of Professional Conduct.

Rem edy

$ûIt is well-settled that disqualitication is not mandatory ev
en after a finding that a 1aw

fil'm has violated a conflict of interest n1le
.'' See Great Am. Ins. Co. v. Gen. Contractors t:t

Const. Mgmt
, Inc. , 2008 W L 1994857

, * 1 (S.D. Fla. May 6, 2008). Instead, disqualification of a

party's chosen counsel is a drastic remedy that should be resorted t
o sparingly. See Norton v.

Tallahassee Mem 1 Hosp
., 689 F.2d 938, 941 n. 4 (1 1th Cir. 1982). Nevertheless, notable

justitkations for imposing such a harsh remedy in a context like this include
: (1) to prevent the

unfairness that would occur should an attorney be permitted t
o reveal contidences of a fonner

client to the client's adversary'
, (2) to ensure that the free flow of communication between a

client and an attomey is not frustrated; and (3) to preserve the integrity of the judici
al system and

perception of attomeys generally. See Duncan, 646 F.2d at 1027. Generally
, in deciding whether

disqualitkation is appropriate
, the court must be dtconscious of its responsibility to preser

ve a

reasonable balance between the need to ensure ethical condud on th
e part of lawyers appearing

before it and other social interests
, which include the litigant's right to freely choose counsel

.
''

See Woods v. Covington Ck/y
. Bank, 537 F.2d 804

, 8 10 (5th Cir. 1976).

N&E suggests that the Court should determine whether disqualifi
cation is necessary by

applying the factors discussed in Great American
, which include: tûthe nature of the ethical
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violation; the prejudice to the parties; the effectiveness of counsel in light of the violatio
ns; the

public's perception of the profession'
, and whether or not the attempt to disqualify an attorney is

used as a tactical devise or a means of harassment
.'' See Great American, 2008 W L 1994857, at

*2. Applying the factors to the instant facts leads the Court to concl
ude that disqualification is

necessary,

A basic review of the facts shows that within two months of repres
enting Defendant

M ed-care by providing advice on compliance with M edicare telem
arketing and disclosure

regulations, Eastin began working on a case (without first performing any meaningful conflict

analysis) to sue Med-care based, in part, on its failure to comply with those regulations
. This

ethical violation only serves to perpetuate the perception that lawyers el
evate their self-interests

above those of their clients. This is no small factor.

As to the prejudice to Med-care, N&E argues that Med-care is not prejudiced because

a11 information Eastin received while at B&C is a matter of public 
record or would have been

uncovered in this case regardless of his involvement at B&C
. This argument ignores the fact that

in applying the irrebutable presumption
, the Court has foreclosed the necessity of Defendants

having to provide a list of specific confidences M ed
-care shared with B&C and Eastin. The

comment to Rule 4-1.9 of the Florida Rules of Professional Conduct clarifies thi
s distinction.

The comm ent states
, in part:

A former client is not required to reveal the confidential information l
earned by

the lawyer in order to establish a substantial risk that the lawyer has c
onfidentiali

nformation to use in the subsequent matter
. A conclusion about the possession of

such infonuation may be based on the nature of the services the lawye
r providedth

e form er client and infonnation that would in ordinary practice be le
anwd by al

awyer providing such services.

Rule Regulating Fla. Bar 4-1.9 cmt. W ithout knowing exactly what confidential infonnation wa
s

exchanged, it is impossible to determine whether every piece of contide
ntial infonnation Eastin
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was privy to has become generally known. ln other words, once the presumption has been

invoked, it is irrelevant what the actual confidences were
. Thus, whether those confidences have

since been revealed is not dispositive
.

As to the prejudice to the Relators, the Relators will indeed be temporarily prejudiced

insofar as they will be required to seek out new counsel
, and the case will consequently be

delayed. Notwithstanding this temporary prejudice, finding qualified attomeys to sign on to a

case where a substantial portion of the work has already been performed would seem to be

anything but impossible. W hile Defendants might gain a tactical advantage insofar as the

Relators will be required to obtain new counsel
, this advantage will be temporary. Accordingly,

prejudice to the Relators and temporary tactical advantage to Defendants are not dispositive.

N&E contends that even if Eastin is disqualified from representing the Relators in this

matter, Nicholson and other N&E attorneys should not also be disqualitied
. ln support of this

argtlment, N&E cites rule 4-1.10(b) of the Florida Rules of Professional Conduct, which governs

in circumstances where a lawyer acquired confidences while working at a prior filnn and then

moves to a new firm. This rule states:

(b) Former Clients of Newly Associated Lawyer. W hen a lawyer becomes
associated with a finn, the firm may not knowingly represent a person in the same

or a substantially related matter in which that lawyer
, or a firm with which the

lawyer was associated, had previously represented a client whose interests are

materially adverse to that person and about whom the lawyer had acquired

5 d 4-1 9(b) and (c) that is material to theinformation protected by rules 4-1.6 an .
m atter.

According to N&E,whereas a presumption of contidential information can require

disqualification under Rule 1.9, rule 1.10 requires that the conflicted lawyer actually acquired

5 R le 4-1 6 provides that a 'tlawyer must not reveal inform ation relating to thetl .
representation of a client'' unless either the client consents or one of several exceptions

, a1l of
which are irrelevant in this case, applies.
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protected information before the conflict can be imputed to the attomey's new fi
nn. In support of

this interpretation, N&E cites the comm ent to the rule, which states: disubdivisions (b) and (c)

operate to disqualify the firm only when the lawyer involved has actual knowledge 
of relevant

information protected by nlle 4-1.6 and 4-1 .9(b) and (c).'' See Rule Regulating Fla. Bar 4-1.10

cmt. N&E asserts that even if the Court finds that the matters are substantially rel
ated, there is

only a presumption of shared contidences
, rather than evidence of actual shared confidences.

W ithout such evidence, N&E claims, the conflict cannot be imputed to the entire firm
.

W hile the Court has indeed relied primarily on the presumption that attaches b
ecause the

matters are substantially related, the Court has also determined that Eastin actually obtained

client contidences by virtue of his access to M ed-care's files and his participation
, active or

otherwise, in two conference calls with Med-care's representatives
. Given that Eastin actually

acquired protected information
, N&E was prohibited from representing the Relators in this

matter and its having done so constitutes a violation of Rule 4-1.10(b). That N&E undertook the

representation in spite of the conflict and with no meaningful conflict check 
requires

disqualification of the entire finn
.

CONCLUSION

Based on the foregoing
, it is HEREBY ORDERED AND ADJUDGED that

Defendants' Motion to Disqualify (DE 122) be GM NTED
, and the Realtors' counsel,

Nicholson & Eastin, LLP, is disqualitied from representing the Relators in this matter
.
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DONE AND ORDERED in chambers this 9th day of M arch
, 2015, at W est Palm Beach

in the Southern District of Florida.

W  U W W
JAM ES M . HOPKINS

UNITED STATES MV ISTM TE JUDGE
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